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SOME PROBLET\/IS 
IK THE  EXPLAKATION OF IKTEREST RATES1 
I. Scope of the paper, 397. -The credit market, 397. -hlodel A, 400. 
-Rlodel B, 403. -Rlodel C, 403. -hlodel D, 404. - Income lags, 405. -
Ex-ante and ex-post concepts, 406. -The determinants of active savings, 409. 
-The determinants of depreciation allowances, 411. -The determinants of 
credit creation, 412. -Purchase and sale of securities, 412. -The demand 
side: new investment, 413; reinvestment, 414; cash holdings, 415. -Length 
of tlle elementary period, 417. - Kcyncs on the classical authors: savings, 
418; net flow and gross f l o ~ ,  420. -11. The markets for long and short 
credlts, 423. -The demand for short credits, 424. -The supply of short 
credits, 425. -The demand for long credits, 426. -The supply of long 
credits, 426. -The cyclical behavior of intcrest rates, 427. - Interest rates 
in thz principal countries: differcnc~s in level, 432; characteristics of move-
ments, 432. -Econometric analysis, 433. - Interest rates and the price 
level, 434. -Physical determinants of the interest rate, 436. -Enplaining 
the cyclical move~nent of interest rates, 437. 
1. The present paper embodies a digest of some recent liter- 
ature on the theory of interest rates, nith the special purpose of 
using that theory for econometric analysis. The final purpose of 
that analysis may be formulated as the explanation of the differ- 
ences between: (a) interest rates in different countries at one time; 
(b) various types of interest rates in the same country and a t  the 
same time; and (c) the development in time of these interest rates. 
All econometric analysis has to start from a theoretical scheme of 
the subject in question; and the object of such a theoretical scheme 
is to indicate the "determinants" or ''data" of the rates of interest 
and the functional relationship between these rates and their 
determinants. These determinants or data must be entities out- 
side the market complex on which the interest rate is formed. 
2. The market complex in question is the credit market.2 
1. I am much indcbtcd to Prof. Drnnis 13.Robertson for valuablr com- 
ments on tlle first draft of this article. 
2. I prefer in this respect tht, standpoint taken by Ohlin, Alttmmtive 
Tht.0rit.s of the Ratr  of Intrrest, Economic Journal XLT'II (1937), p. 423, 
Habrrler, Prosperity and Deprc~~ion ,  3d edition, 19-21, and Lernrr, Alttma- 
tive Formulations of the Theory of Interest, Economic Journal, XLVIII 
(1938), p. 211, to that taken by Keynes, although I considrr the difference 
unimportant. 
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For an explanation of interest rates we have to  analyze demand 
for and supply of credit. The elemcnt of this market, the single 
credit contract, has two dimensions a t  least: a certain amount is 
lent for a certain time period and the total of all credits outstanding 
at  a given point of time is a so-called "ensemble renouvel6," like 
the human population. In order exactly to describe this "popula- 
tion" we have to use rather complicated symbols.3 We shall 
indicate by TKtthe total amount of new credits started during the 
elementary period t and expiring at  T; TK: the total amount of 
outstanding credits a t  the beginning of the elementary period t 
and expiring a t  T; KP the total amount of new credits started 
during t ,  irrespective of their period of expiration; hence K";s 
obtained by adding up all TK,"'~ for various values of T: 
Similarly, the total amount of credits outstanding a t  t 
K;= z T T ~ ; .  (2 ,  2 )  
Indicating by KF the total amount of credits expiring during t 
-which, by the way, equals the sum ~ T K ?taken over all values 
of T<t -we have the following calculation for the amount of 
credit outstanding at  the end of period t :  
which is quite analogous to the calculation of a population at  
Dccember 31 from the figure a t  January 1, plus the number of 
births, minus the number of deaths. 
I could conceive of anothcr description of thc market complex that is 
relevant for the explanation of intcrcst rates, viz. by taking t,hc markct 
compl(~xfor a11 elcments of ~ e a l t h ,  including e.g. thc stock markct which, 
strictly speaking, is not a credit markct in the narrower sense and nevcrtlleless 
cscrts considerable influcnrcl on thc interest rates; in fact, the yicld on stocks 
may bc said to rcprcsent one of the interest ratt,s. I shall not, however, follon- 
this line of attark. 
3. Thc systcm of notation follon-cd is based on thc follon-ing rules. 
The light-hand index at thr  bottom indicates, for flows, thc clcmentary time 
period and, for stocks, the time point to which it relates. The beginning of 
an elementary time pt,riotl is intlicatetl by thc same number as that pcriod 
and htncc thc cnd point by the nest llighcr number. The left-hand indices 
at thc bottom are uschtl to indicate sorts of commotlitics (consumption goods: 
C; investment gootls in gc,nc,ral: I; investnlt,nt goods for rtkvcstment: R; 
for nen. investment A-, ctc.), or sorts of credits (lo~lg:L, short: S )  or the timc 
of expiration of a credit: 7'. 1,t~ft-handto^^ indirt.s arc used for the denotation 
of sorts of households spcnding (not those rcct~iving) a givcn type of money 
amount (family llouseholds: 1;firms: 2; banks: 3; all households on the demand 
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The period of expiration of a credit need not be a fixed one; 
it may depend on several, yet unknown, factors. I t  may, for 
example, depend on the market conditions prevailing a t  a later 
time, as in the case of mortgage bonds, which may be bought 
back by the issuers a t  a time point a t  their own convenience. In 
such a case, the individual credit can only roughly be classified, 
and thc symbol TK: is indeterminate; Kr, however, remains 
determinate. The same situation exists in the case of a bond 
which changes hands. Let a four per cent bond be issued by 
firm A and be redeemable after forty years, the subscriber being 
Mr. B. Provisionally a credit for forty years is yielded by B to A. 
If, however, after five years, Mr. B sells his bond to Mr. C a t  a 
price of 80, the credit of B to A expires and is replaced by a ncw 
credit of C to A, with an interest rate equal to the yield at that 
moment which will be somewhere between four and five per cent.4 
By K; we shall understand the increase in credit outstanding, 
i.e. 
K?= K;+~-K; =KT-K?. (2,4)  
The use of this concept will appear in section 19, where we shall 
discuss the "stock-and-flow antithesis." 
Demand for and supply of credits relate to the new credits 
started K:, including, therefore, inter alia sales of old bonds on 
the stock exchange. 
3. The essential feature of a credit to the debtor is disposal 
side of a market: D, on the supply side: S, etc.). The right-hand top indiccs 

are reservrd for various indications, as c.g. sorts of incomc (interest: I ,  rent: R, 

etc.), outstanding vs. new credits (0, N, n, respectively; see below), etc. 

Summarizing: 

Left-hand top: spending housellolds Right-hand top: rnixed indications 

Family 1 Credits outstanding 0 

Firms 2 Nen. credits (gross) n 

Banks 3 Credits expiring E 

Demand side D New credits (net) N 

Supply side S Interest income I 

Left-hand bottom: goods Right-hand bottom: 
Reinvestmt,nt R Time t 
Keu- invrstmrnt N 
Long credits L 
Short credits S 
Time of cxn. T 
For simplicity's sake, if no confusion threatens, soinctirncs indices are 
omitted. 
4. .4t the sarne time. B sufft,rs a c a ~ i t a lloss, which mcans a transforma- 
tion of part of his credit to  A into a pure gift. 
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of means of payment or money; hence the close relations between 
the demand for and supply of credit and of cash. A credit may be 
granted (i) by transfer of existing means of payment from one 
subject to another, and (ii) by the creation of new means of pay- 
ment. This creation is supposed to be the special function of the 
banking system. In order to get, for a given model of the national 
economy, a complete survey of all credit tr:tnsactions, it is con- 
venient to start with a survey of all money transactions and then 
to distinguish between two sorts of transactions: credit and "other" 
transactions. The "other" transactions may be characterized, 
from the viewpoint of the recipient, as receipts frcm present or 
past activity and from the viewpoint of the payer as payments 
"out of his own means." 
The models we are to consider will be very much simplified 
models of a national economy. Throughout this paper we shall 
restrict ourselves to a closed national economy; we shall not 
consider the implications of international transactions, since this 
would involve 11s in too many new problems. In all our models 
we shall distinguish between only three sorts of households: 
(1) family households, (2) firms (excluding banks, but including 
public authorities), and (3) banks, to be indicated, where necessary, 
by top indices 1, 2, and 3 a t  left. JT7e assume vertical integration 
throughout the system, i.e. we consider all business firms as a 
unit. For the same reason we abstract from the original supplier 
of and the last demander for credit we shall consider. Of course 
there is room, in more detailed studies, for the introduction of the 
intermediary markets as well. The only remaining function of 
the banks in this picture is the (positive or negative) creation of 
credit. 
Looking first a t  that part of the credit market that consists 
of the transfer of existing means of payment, we may therefore 
restrict ourselves to the first two types of households. In  each 
category there will be households with a net supply of and house- 
holds with a net demand for credits. I t  is in~possible to say before- 
hand whether a given household belongs to the one or the other 
type; that may depend on the rate of interest itself. This does 
not matter very much, since the algebraic sign of the expression 
"demand for minus suppljr of credit" will automatically indicate 
whether there is a net demand or a net supply. 
4. In  our first and simplest model, "model A," we assume 
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inter alia that (i) all business profits are paid out to stockholders 
(i.e. to  family households); (ii) production is carried on without 
the help of durable means of production, implying that there are 
no depreciation charges; (iii) there are no financial transactions 
(i.e. no dealing in "old" securities, only the floating of "newJ' 
capital) ; (iv) there is no lag between income generated and income 
paid out. 
The system of transactions of family households during the 
elementary period t then consists of: 
I'ayments Receipts 
Consumption Expenditure Ct Incomes y t 
",Ictive" Savings (or savings Credits redeemed K$ 
handed over) st 
Redemptions reinvested K: 
The introduction, on both sides, of the term K$ is a question 
of definition of St only; in practice it is impossible to distinguish 
between the reinvestment of redemptions and the investment of 
new savingq; "net" savings handed over will be considered simply 
3s the balance between gross savings handed over and redemption 
receipts. 
Indicating the caih holdings a t  the beginning of the period 
by '111, and tlloie a t  the end by ' ~ l f , +~ ,  folloxt~ing connection the 
exists between these items : 
Yt-Ct-St= 1Alft+l-lJlt. (4, 1) 
Thi, equation is equivalent to a definition of "active savings." 
By St n e  understand that part of income Yt which is neither 
consumed (C,) nor hoarded ('M, - ll1ft); hence: 
S t =  Y, -ct-( ' ~1 ,+l- lL2Tt), (4J2) 
which iz identical with (4, 1). 
Thi, definition requires two comments. First it must be 
noted tliat by hoarding we simply mean the increase in cash 
holding; thii hoarcling may be distinguished into intended and 
unintclnc!~d hoxding; these notions will be discussed later (sec- 
tions 9 ant1 11). Allart from thesc t ~ o  types of "family hoarding," 
there may exiit "business hoarding." Further, our definition of 
active sr~l-ings is e~clusive of hoarding; this implies a difference 
from both the Keynesian and the Robertsonisln definitions of 
savings: Keynes includes all hoarding (in our sense) in his savings, 
whereas Robertson includes all intended (family) hoarding. 
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Savings may, for a number of households, be negative. This 
simply means that their contribution to St is a negative one; St 
taken for all households represents "net" active savings also in 
this sense. Of the transactions enumerated the term St and the 
double term K$ on both sides are the credit transactions, relevant 
for our analysis. As a rule, St will be positive and represent one 
of the supply items of the market equation. 
5. The system of transactions of business firms consists of: 
Payments Receipts 
Income payments yt Sales of consun~ers' goods Ct 
Investments It Sales of investment goods I ,  
Rcdemption of credits K$ New credits taken D ~ ;  
Indicating by 2Mtand 2Mt.+lthe cash holdings at the beginning 
and the end of period t ,  the relation holds: 
Y ,+ I ,+K~+~M,+~=  (5, 1)ct+I,+K;+~M,. 
This may also be written as: 
K;= K;+ I ~ +(yt-ct-I ~ )  2 ~ ~ + ~ (5, 2)+ - zM .  
If there is no lag between income generated Ct+It and income 
paid out Y t ,  and hence 
Yt=Ct+It, (5, 3) 
(5, 2) becomes: 
I(;=K?+ I ,+~M,  - 2 ~ ~ (5, 4) 
telling us that nextT credits are, then, needed for three different 
ends: 
(a )  to replace credits redeemed; 
(b)  to finance new investments; and 
( c )  to finance a desired increase in cash holdings. 
As the non-credit items in the system of transactions we consider 
Y,, C, and I,which, in our case, just cancel out. This is not so 
in the case of a lag between income produced and income paid out. 
For the group of business firms as a whole, Kr as a rule mi11 
be positive and therefore represent a net demand for new credits. 
Considering now the credit-market as a whole, we shall find 
that the net supply of credits by the family households St need 
not al\vays be equal to the net demand for credits by business 
units =K;. The gap, if any, may be filled by the banking system 
in the form of positive or negative creation of credit M?. Hence 
the equation expressing the balance between supply of and demand 
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for new credits @ill run: 
K,E+s,+M:= D ~ ; .  (5,  5)  
which may be specified mith the aid of equation (5, 4): 
K,E+S,+JI;= K , E+ I , + ~ J I , + ~ - ~ J ~ ~(A) (5, 6) 
where the terms I<? may be left out altogether. 
6. We shall now consider a number of complications of our 
model that will bring it nearer to reality. In "model B" let part 
of the national income take the form of undistributed profits 
2Yt; family incomes will then be: 
~Y~=C , + I , - ~Y ,  (6, 1) 
and family savings: 
'st= Y,-C,- (lLlft - (6, 2) 
2Y, may be said to represent business savings and equation (5, 6) 
becomes: 
'st+lw,V= (I,-2Y,) +(2Mt+1-2;Mt) (6, 3) 
The term IL-2Y, in the right-hand member now stands for 
that part of investment ~~-hicil is not financed out of business 
savings. Of course we might also bring over 2Yt to the left-hand 
side of the equation: 
1S ,+2~t+MiV=It+(2~t+1-2~t )(B) (6, 4) 
where 1S,+215 again stands for total active (family plus business) 
savings. 
Similar considerations may be applied for the case (model B') 
where part of family savings is invested directly, say in new house 
building. Indicating this type of investment by 'I, as distinct 
from business investment 21t, equation (5, 6) turns into: 
S , - ' I ,+ ;~ f t "=~I ,+~ , l f~~~-2Alf, (B') (6, 5) 
where St-'I, non7 represents active savings as far as not invested 
directly. Also here the equation might be mitten in the form 
S,+Jrll,Y=21,+l1,+21l!f, +I -2Lwt (6, 6) 
where Itappears now decomposed into two components. 
7. A more important step consists in the introduction (''model 
C") of depreciation charges, as a conseqaence of the use of durable 
means of production. 
It is natural, in this case, also to decompose I, into two 
components: reinvestments Jt and nev investments, ,\-I,. Income 
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Y, now no longer equals Ct+I,, but: 
Y ~ =C ~ + I ~ - N ~ =C ~ + R I ~ + N I ~ - N ~  (791) 
where N, represents depreciation charges. Equation (5, 2) now 
runs : 
KT.=K ~ + . ~ I , + ~ I ~ - N ~ + ~ M , + ~ - ~ M ,(7, 2) 
and the market equation (5 , 6) for new credits becomes: 
s ~ +N ~ +MF= .~ I , +~ I~+( 2 ~ t + 1  (C)- 2 ~ t )  (7 ,3 )  
Here there appear three sources of supply: net savings, depre- 
ciation charges and credit creation, and three origins of demand; 
new investments, re-investments and increased cash holdings. 
8. Onc further complication worth considering is the intro- 
duction into the picture (iimodel D") of financial transactions, 
i.e. purchases and sales of "old" securities. Since it is difficult to 
di~tingukh between purchases of old and of freshly floated securi- 
tic.$, it seems logical to speak of purchases of securities D ~ tonly, 
ant[ to indicate by IS,,all other forms of active savings. In the 
same nrray, let us indicate by 'E, new issues of securities, and by 
I,' all other credits taken for investment purposes. If, finally, 
sales of old securities are written as "EL, the family budget runs: 
Payments Receipts 
Consump tion expenditure Ct Income yt 
Purchases of securities D ~ ,  Sales of securities SEt 
Other active savings ISt '  
Increase in cash holdings 'Mt+I - 'M, 
whereas the business budget is: 
Income payments Yt Sales of consumers' goods Ct 
Investments I t  Sales of investment goods It 
Capital issues I E ~  
All other credits taken Kt' 
Kow the market equation for credits, including financial 
transactions, takes the form: 
l ~ t ' + D ~ t + L ~ ~ : =I~ '+ IE ,+~E ,+~M~+~(D) (8, 1)- 2 t  
We may, if \I-e prefer, combine the various more complicated 
models so far discussed into one single combined model. For this 
the market equation would run: 
~ s , ' + ~ E , + ~Y , +N~ - t ( 2 ~ t + l - 2 ~ t )l1,+M5--;It'+l~t+S~t+;~t$ 
(A-D) (8,2) 
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where the meaning of the new symbols will be clear from the 
preceding ones. 
9. In the foregoing models it was assumed that there exists no 
lag between income generated Ct+I, and income paid out Y,. In 
reality howerer, there is such a lag; it takes some time for con- 
sumption and investment expenditures C, and Itto reach the ulti- 
mate producers. First, production takes place in various stages, 
and in the raw material stages, for example, the reaction of an 
increase in expenditures may be felt several months later than in 
the fir-;t stage, although this may be compensated by anticipating 
purch:~ses of rav  materials by the manufacturing stages. And 
second, some types of income, in particular dividends, are paid 
out several months after they are earned. Hence we have in the 
simplest case, ~vhere we assume that the lag is uniform for all 
industries: 
Yt=Ct-a+ I t -0 .  (9, 1) 
This implies that, in the case of model A, equation (5, 2) cannot 
simply be transformed into equation ( 5 , 4) by omitting Yt-C,- I,; 
instead we obtain: 
to be interpreted in the following way: part of the credits needed 
can nov be supplied by the "unintentional business hoarding" 
Yt+e-Y,, accruing \$-hen a t  a period 2 income earned -which 
equals Y,, 8- is higher than income paid out; or more credit is 
needed during a period when income earned is lower than income 
paid out. Similar changes can be made in the other models. 
The lag just discussed works out in exactly the same way as 
the lag considered by Robertson and introduced by him as the 
lag between earned income and '(disposable income"; his "dis- 
posable income" takes the place of our "income paid out." I t  is 
not quite clear, however, whether Robertson includes, in his lag, 
the elements just mentioned. 
There is another very important lag in the relations to be 
studied -the "psychological lag" between, changes in income 
paid out and the corresponding changes in consumption expendi- 
tures. This lag does not influence our dejinition of savings (4,  I), 
however, but only the way in which C,, and hence also St', depend 
on income. In other words, i t  is a question of the determinants 
of St rather than of the definition. To this question we now turn. 
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10. In the preceding sections we have only speci$ed the 
demand for a supply of credits; we have not yet gone into the 
question what fac2ors determine them and what the relation between 
demand and supply and their determinants is. In the language 
of the ordinary market theory, we now want to describe the 
demand function, i.e. the functional relationship between (i) 
amount demanded and (ii) the rate of interest and the other 
"demand factors," which may also be named "data" or "determi- 
nants." Similarly for the supply function. It has become custom- 
ary, particularly in the theory of interest, to replace this termi- 
nology by the well-kno1-n ex-ante and ex-post terminology. The 
subject of the present section may therefore also be formulated 
as follows: have we to interpret the symbols introduced in the 
preceding sections as ex-ante or ex-post concepts? Since i t  seems 
to me that several formulations of this terminology by the Swedish 
school are rather unsatisfactory, we may go into these questions 
a t  some detail now. 
There is no difficulty about the meaning of ex-post concepts: 
they represent the realized values of the variables in question; 
and there is complete analogy between the market theory and the 
Swedish terminology: the realized values of "quantity demanded" 
and "quantity supplied" are equal. These realized values are, in 
essence, numbers and must be well distinguished from the demand 
and supply functions or schedules, a distinction which frequently 
is not made with sufficient emphasis. Its neglect has often led 
to unclear formulations. It is exactly the same question with the 
Swedish terminology. A good deal of clarification has been obtained 
by Ohlin's statement5 that expectations or ex-ante entities are to 
be seen as schedules; in fact, they are nothing but the demand and 
supply schedules. This implies, first of all, that  they depend on 
the yet unknown value of -in the case of the credit market -
the rate of interest m. I t  also implies that the following two 
types of statement, very frequently used, are meaningless: (a) 
( (ex-ante savings are unequal to ex-post savings"; and (b) "ex-ante 
savings are unequal to ex-ante investment." Statement (a) 
would mean that a schedule is compared with one special value of 
the dependent variable; can one say that the function f(x) is 
unequal to the particular value that function assumes for x=a ;  
5 .  Cf. B. Ohlin, Alternative Theories of the Rate of Interest, Economic 
Journal 47 (1937), p. 423. 
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can one say, in other words, that f ( x ) # f ( a ) ?  Evidently not. 
Statement (b j  implies that one schedule is unequal to another 
schedule, or that a function of some independent variables is 
unequal to another function of some other independent variables, 
which also has no meaning. 
The confusion is, of course, due to the existence of a second 
meaning of the concept of ex-ante variables, viz. onr pa,-ficular 
value (4 the schedule. This particular value can only be obtained 
by assuming for the independent variables in the schedule some 
definite values. Taking, for example, some definite number for 
the interest rate m and for the other determinants, we get a 
definite value for savings ex-ante or anticipated savings. These 
values of both the independent and the dependent variables may 
be values that, with some right, are to be considered as the most 
probable values. But this second meaning of "expectations" 
must be carefully distinguished from the schedule meaning. 
A s  already observed, the schedules ill depend on other vari- 
ables besides the rate of interest mt. Some of them may be fixed 
beforehand ; for example, credits granted in earlier periods, build- 
ing plans, etc. Others, however, may be yet u n k n o ~ ~ n  variables; 
for example, income Y in the same period. In such cases the vaIue 
of savings depends on more than one yet undetermined variable; 
it will itself only be determined a t  the moment mt and Yt nil1 be 
determined by the trial-and-error process that leads to the market 
price mt and, perhaps but not necessarily, simultaneously to Yt .  
The process of the formation of mt and that of the formation 
of Yt need not, in fact, be simultaneous. I t  is possible that mt 
may be obtained by decisions based on some provisional value 
assumed for Yt by the market parties -they may assume it to 
be equal to the realized value Y,-, in the preceding period -
and that, a t  the same time, Yt is based on some provisional value 
for mt, may be m,-~. As already stated, ho~~ever ,  we also may 
assume that both variables mt and Yt are formed simultaneously 
from the other data in the determining functions. The theory 
thus ol~tained is more approximative, is of a "coarser" type than 
the prcceding one; the supposed adaptation or '(trial-and-error" 
process by which the values mt and Yt are formed is neglected 
and passed over. I t  is the usual static method in economic theory 
that proceeds this way; it may be used for the general equilibrium 
of the whole economy as ell as for partial equilibria. 
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But also the "finer" theory mentioned above, where mt is 
assumed to be determined by the interaction of demand and 
supply -although not Yt but Ykl appears as one of the determi- 
nants -does not consider the adaptation process in full detail. 
I t  is only in a complete dynamic theory that this happens. In such 
a theory an ml found by trial and error does not fall from the air. 
The trials and errors themselves are described. 
A simple example for a commodity market is the follorving. 
Let the quantity demanded a t  period t be s t ;  it may depend on 
income Y,_l, in the previous period, and the price p,. Let the 
quantity supplied be yt; it may depend on pt and some other 
factor at.l. Kom let pt be announced a t  the beginning of period t ;  
then, of course, there is no guarantee that x,=y,; in fact xt will 
as a rule be #yt. For a market where there exists, a t  every 
moment, a stock of unsold goods, this is no difficulty at  all. 'ITe 
simply have that the stock w t + ~  a t  the end of period t depends on 
the stock wt a t  the beginning of the period by the equation 
w, -l =wtf yt-xt and, as a rule, the value of the "announced 
price" p,+, will depend on w,+l: p,+, =f(w,+,). 
In such a theory, where all successive steps are described 
separately, there is no variable that is dependent on a yet unknonn 
value of another variable. Insofar as p, in the course of some time 
approaches a certain limit, this limit is comparable to the outcome 
of the trial-and-error process in the "coarser" theories. 
Only in such a completeljr dynamic analysis can all concepts 
be made exact. All other types of analysis raise the following di%-
culty. If the demand schedule, for example, depends, inter aha, 
on the anticipated value, say of Y,, then at  the beginning of the 
trinl-and-error process this value may be another than during or 
to~vnrds the end of the process when it approaches the ex-post 
value of Yt. Sov; mt is the product of this process; on what antici- 
patcd value of Y, does i t  depend? Does it depend on the antici- 
pated value of Yt a t  the beginning of the period 1, which more or 
less rightly may be considered as "the" ex-ante value of Yt, or 
does it depend on the "ex-post" value? This difficulty only fails 
to arise when we consider the successive steps of the adaptation 
process. 
There is not one ex-ante value (in the second sense) of a given 
variable; there is a whole series, depending on the time point to 
which the expectation relates; and they successively approach the 
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ex-post value. For small intervals, therefore, the difference be- 
t ~ ~ e e nx-ante and ex-post values is not large. hlyrda16 however, 
is right in contending that by malung the intervals smaller the 
difference cannot be made to vanish altogether. TT7hat matters, 
however, is on hat determinants the expected values or the 
schedules are based. And this leads us back to our main subject. 
11. We start our discussion of the determinants by considering 
the determinants of active savings St. The chief determjnant is 
certainly the size and distribution of the national income Yt; me 
need not add very much to what Keynes and others have taught 
us on this subject.' One aspect, ho~~ever ,  deserves a closer exami- 
nation -the question of the psychological lag that may exist 
b e t ~~ e ena change in income and a corresponding change in savings. 
An increase in income does not immediately lead to a change in 
consumption or saving habits; and the possibility exists that 
savings as well as consumption expenditure lag behind incomes. 
The simplest case is present if this lag is not a distributed, but a 
simple one; i.e. that St=j(Yt ,), where r]  is the lag. Assuming for 
a moment that consumption expenditure Ct also depends on Yt_,, 
ne  find that during the elementary period t the total amount 
h~nded  over to others, viz. S,+Ct, is also a function of Y,-,. 
This amount may or may not be equal to Yt-,. If it equals Yt-,, 
n-e shall say that there is no intentional hoarding; if it does not 
equal Y,-,, we shall call the residual intentional (fam,ly) hoarding 
'H,; hence 
lHt= Yt-, -Ct(Yt&,)-St(Yt-,). (11, 1) 
Apart from intentional hoarding there mill appear, as a con- 
sequence of the lag r ] ,  an amount of unintentional (family) hoard- 
ing: 
lfIt' = Yt-Yt&, (11, 2) 
which does not occur when r]  = 0. 
The lag IT^ now discuss is not of a technical nature. In some 
respects, however, a technical lag, due to the organization of 
banking, xvill work out in a similar way. In a sense one might say 
that income Yt only becomes ('disposable" (namely, in the imagi- 
nation of the subject) a t  the period t+r] and is then distributed 
6. G. RIyrdal, RIonetary Equilibrium, London, 1939, p. 61. 
7. E. A. Radice (Savings in Grcat Britain, 1922-1935, Oxford, 1939) has 
shown that business savings also are intimately connected with income, i.e. 
profits. 
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between consumption, savings-handed-over and intentional hoard- 
ing. The income difference Yt- YI-, accrued in the meantime 
represents unintentional hoarding; in the case of the psychological 
lag this hoarding is located in the cash of the income earner; in the 
case of a technical lag it \ti11 take place in the cash of some business 
firm, or perhaps of a bank. 
I t  is possible to define our types of hoarding also in the case 
of a distributed lag between Y and S ;  it mould take us too far 
afield, however, to go into this matter. 
Apart from the question of the lag, there is that of the shape 
of the functional relation f between 8, and Y,.,. This relation 
may be called, follo~ving Keynes to some extent, the propensity- 
to-save function. One of the simplest cases possible is that of a 
linear function : 
where uo and u1 are constants. Assuming this shape does not, as 
is frequently thought, imply proportionality between income and 
savings; proportionality ~vould require uo to be zero. The rather 
meagre statistical material a t  our disposal is not violated very 
much if we take (11,3) as the propensity function; although some 
authors8 suggest a constant elasticity (i.e. exponential) function. 
The advantage of formula (11,3) is that u1 a t  once represents the 
marginal propensity to save, i.e. the increase in savings corre- 
sponding with a (small) unit increase in income. 
A more complicated representation of the propensity function 
could take account of a possible and probable difference between 
long-term and short-term marginal propensities; this mould be 
possible if me put 
where Ft_, is an average of previous Y-figures, say those pre- 
vailing in the ten-year period before t- 7. 
Apart from this possibility, there is the one that uo and a1 
are not exact constants, but themselves dependent on other vari- 
ables; in fact (11,4) is a special case of this state of affairs. There 
is not very much known about all this; as a curiosity I mention 
King's figures on incomes and expenditures of the various classes 
8. E. Gilboy, Review of Economic Statistics, 1939. 
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of society in the seventeenth c e n t ~ r y , ~  from which a propensity 
to save can be deduced not very different from the present figure. 
Savings may also depend on other variables than income, the 
second variable to be thought of being, of course, the rate of inter- 
est. We need not repeat the well-known discussions on this topic 
and ~ i 11  not encounter much opposition when stating that a very 
clear dependency of total savings on the rate of interest has never 
been demonstrated: positive and negative influences seem to 
balance pretty well. I t  is quite another question that some par- 
ticular types of saving do depend on the rates of interest con-
nected with these types; this is a question of substitution elasticity 
rather than total elasticity. 
I t  goes without saying that there are many other factors that 
influence savings, such as the opportunities offered, the general 
level of thriftiness of a population or of an epoch; so very little 
exact knowledge of them can thatbe presented, ho~~ever ,  we 
abstain from discussing them here. 
12. We proceed to a discussion of the determinants of our 
next supply item, depreciation allowances. An important general 
remark a b o ~ ~ tthis item is that it is very insensitive to cyclic 
changes. This is a consequence of its depending on the invest- 
ments made during a long period -in fact, all investments not 
yet written off a t  the time period in consideration. Another 
reason n hy there are no pronounced cyclical fluctuations in depre- 
ciation allowances may be the rather conventional way of their 
calculation. 
Their long-run movements will depend on the general growth 
in the value of production and the changes in capitalization and 
in durability of capital goods. An increasing amount of capital 
per unit of product mill require, other things being equal, an 
increase in depreciation allo~vances per unit of product. An 
increase in the durability of capital goods would cause a fall in 
depreciation allowances. Colin Clark states that there is such an 
increase in depreciation charges that IT^ must assume a consider- 
able decrease in the durability of capital goods for the last few 
decades.l 
9. Cf. Colin Clark, National Income and Outlay, p. 212. Since this text 
was written, important contributions to  our knowledge on this subject have 
been published, i.a. by Woytinski, Bean and Klein. 
1. C. Clark, National Income and Outlay, London 1937, p. 184. 
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13. The determinants of credil creation are to be sought in 
the sphere of banking policy. For long periods, the changes in 
the central bank's gold stock 11411 have been outstanding among 
these determinants. This is affirmed by the figures given by 
Warren and Pearson, showing a close parallelism -in long-run 
movements -between gold stock and total money in circulation 
and between the long waves of the gold stock and those of the 
price level, already pointed to by Cassel. This parallelism ceased 
to exist, however, after 1914. Since then, the newer ideas on 
banking policy as well as the necessities of warfare havs given to 
credit creation a still more exogenous character. 
,41so in the short run, the fluctuations often diverge. Many 
other factors intervene; as one of the most evident and most 
important examples, we again quote the financing of wars and the 
provisions in periods of trade crisis. The factors then governing 
the creation of credit are often of an incidental character, and a 
general description would be very difficult. 
The rate of interest itself also exerts an important influence, 
~articularly on that part of credit creation d l ~ e  to commercial 
banks. This seems to be well illustrated by the results of some 
correlation calculations presented in my investigation on ,lmerican 
business cycles between 1919 and 1932.2 There i t  was found that 
both the "supply of deposits" and the "demand for short claims" 
by commercial banks showed a clear dependence on the short- 
term interest rate.3 
For the credit creation by central banks the causal connection 
--in the short run, a t  least -just works the other may round: 
it is the discount rate that is determined autonomically by these 
banks, and the amount of credit created is determined by the 
demand for i t  corresponding with the discount rate. 
14. Th e  purchases of securities, a further supply item in the 
credit market, as well as the sales of "old" securit;es, will first of 
all depend on their price level, which, in connection with their 
nominal yield, determines their real yield, which is nothing but 
one or another type of interest rate. Important determinants will 
be the expected price movements and, in the case of stocks, the 
2. J. Tinbergen, Business Cycles in the Unitcd States of Americz, 
1910-19321(Statistical Testing of Business Cycle Thcoric~, 11), League of 
Nations, Geneva, 1939. 
3. A fuller discussion of the exact meaning of these results is presented 
in section 24 below. 
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expected dividend. Expected dividends are often based on 
the last-known dividends, but insiders will k n o ~ ~  more about the 
actual state of affairs and outsiders will try to judge it from the 
general course of business. As to the anticipated prices, two 
ways of forming a judgment must be clearly dibtinguished. Experts 
\\-ill base their judgment as much as possible on objective criteria, 
leading them to some level of the price they consider appropriate, 
and they will assume that sooner or later this level will be realized. 
They will base their speculations on this type of consicieration. 
The "great public," when coming into the market, \\-ill, however, 
often follow another way of speculating. They will extrapolate 
past movements more or less automatically and IT-ill be impressed 
by price gains made some time before. Their purchases will, 
after having passed a certain level, lead to ('booms" of a rather 
dangerous character, where prices lose contact with reality, and 
the reaction may be a crisis. A statistical illustration of this 
type of reaction is found in the Leag~ie of Sations investigation 
already referred to (cf. Section 4, 8: "The share price equation," 
page 106). 
15. Turning to the demand side, IT-e first discuss the determi- 
nants of n ew  investment.  We shall not do this in great detail, 
since we paid a good deal of attention to this matter in another 
League of Nations in~est igat ion.~ Hence we only summarize the 
results obtained there, adding a f e ~ ~  remarks where it seems useful. 
N ~ J Tinvestment may be split up into new investment in 
durablc goods and new investment in non-durable goods (stocks of 
raw materials, semi-manufactures and products: working capital). 
Investment in durable goods is -in the short run -primarily 
determined by the margin between anticipated profit and the inter- 
est rate. Since profit rates (measured as a percentage of capital 
invested) show much wider fluctuations than interest rates, the 
latter have a less prono1:nced influence than the former. Profit 
anticipations seem to a great extent to be determined by real 
profits made some time before; in addition, incidental factors 
such as nev inventions or the opening of new markets will have 
an influence, but it is difficult to detect this influence by means 
of statistical investigations, and it is a t  any rate remarkable how 
4. J. Tinhcrgcn, A Method and its Llpplication to Invcstlncnt Activity 
(Statist~cal Tcsting of Busincss Cycle Theories, I),Leagnc of nation^, Gcncva, 
1939. 
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close a correlation exists between investment activity, on the one 
hand, and a combination of factors among which profits half a 
year or a year before stand out, on the other hand.6 Presumably, 
the influence of inventions and new markets are partly long-run 
influences, explaining why there are certain epochs of high and 
others of low investment activity, and manifesting themselves in 
the trend of investment; partly so-called incidental or irregular 
influences, shoning themselves in the "residuals." 
For some particular types of investment, other determinants 
were found to exist; those mentioned by the acceleration principle, 
for example, in the case of investment in rolling railway stock. 
I t  is remarkable, however, that only very faint traces of the action 
of this principle could he found in general investment activity.6 
Investment in non-durable goods presents a particularly diffi- 
cult question: it is difficult to disentangle and to summarize by a 
general formula the numerous factors influencing speculation in 
raw materials. Here our knowledge is very restricted. As to stocks 
of finished products, the chief impression is that there the accelera- 
tion principle works very ~ l e a r l y . ~  There is a pronounced tendency 
for these stocks to move parallel -with some lag - to general 
activity; this implies that the increase or decrease in stocks -
i.e. net investment -moves parallel to the rate of increase or 
decrease of general activity. Possibly, also, the rate of interest 
exerts an influence, but this has not yet been very clearly estab- 
lishcd by statistical tests.8 It is worth noting that on this point 
the theorists themselves mentioning this influence are not always 
clear in their formulations: is it total stocks or is it investment in 
stocks -hence the rate of increase - that is supposed to be gov- 
erned by the rate of interest? 
16. Reinvestments in durable goods are, first of all, subject to 
the so-called echo-principle, stating that high reinvestment 
activity is to be expected one lifetime period after a top of high 
new investment in durable goods. If the average lifetime of a 
5. Cf. particularly graphs 111 2 (p. 56), 111 3 (p. 57), I11 4 (p. 58), 
1115 (p. 59),I119 (p. 81), I1110 (p. 82) and I11 11 (p. 83) of the last-rnentioncd 
investigation. 
6. Cf. Scction 10 and Cllaptcrs IV  and V. 
7. Cf. J. Tinhergcn, Business Cycles in the United States 1919-1932, 
section (2-G), p. 49. 
8. The influence found in the citcd investigation is rather mreak and hence 
dubious. 
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ship is taken as seventeen years, then seventeen years after a 
shipbuilding boom an "echo" of this boom will be found in replace- 
ment. The working of this echo is soon dissipated, since there is a 
considerable spread in lifetime among individual capital goods as 
well as among various categories. I t  has even often been doubted 
whether there is any evidence a t  all of its worliing; I think that 
such evidence has been presented in the case of shipbuildingg and 
of automobile production.' 
There are, however, important further determinants to rein- 
vestment activity. Outstanding seems to be the influence of the 
general business situation: there is a clear tendency to restrict 
reinvestment in depression periods and to accelerate it in booms. 
This is clearly shown by the just cited investigations. 
As to the long-run determinants, these are largely the same 
as those for depreciation allowances, since in the long run these 
two variables will tend to be equal. Hence we may refer to 
section 12. 
17. Finally we have to consider the determinants of cash 
holdinus 211ft+1. I t  is not necessary to indicate those of 2ML, since 
initial cash holdings have to be considered as given for each unit- 
period; they are the result of past actions. The desired caih 
holding3 2Mt+l are, generally speaking, the resxlt of weighing 
off against each other the advantages of a greater cash and the 
disadvantages of paying more interest if more cretlits are to be 
held. Before going into the motives for holding cash we may 
discuss some implications of this quite general statenlent. Inili-
cating hy llf the desired cash, by Y' the interest payments, and 
by r ~ ( ~ l f ,  the utility function to some individual, this individucl Y') 
will try to maximize Q. Changes in llf and Y' are, however, not 
independent. Interest charges are the total of all interest due on 
the various credits outstanding; a credit TIC," outstanding a t  the 
beginning of period t ,  and originating from the period T bears a 
charge of TKemT, where r n ~  is the interest rate that existed at the 
period T. Total interest charges are, therefore, equal to 
Y'= XTTK,"m~. (17, 1) 
9. Cf. J. RIculdijk, Der cnglischc Schiffbnu wahrcnd der Ptlriode 1870- 
1912 und das Problem dcs Ersatzbaues, IVcltn-irtscllaftlichcs hrchiv 52 
(1940), 11. 524; J. Einarsen, Reinvestment Cycl~s,  0-10, 1938. 
1. The Dynamics of Automobile Demand, edltcd by tllc Gencral Motors 
Corporation, New York, 1939; P. de TT'olff, Dc vraag naar personenauto's 
in de Vereenigde Staten, De Nederlandsche Conjunctuur, Kovembcr 1936, 
p. 18. 
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An extension of cash holdings AMat  the period 1 can be obtained 
by an equal extension of credits LI<e,n liich bear an interest charge 
of mt, interest rate at  period t .  Tile maximum value for Q is 
obtained for such a value of IM that 
This equation expresses in the well-known way that the increase 
in utility caused by the increase in 31 just out~~eighs  the decrease 
as a consequence of the increased interest charges. I t  may be 
solved -in principle, at least - it ionfor M and thcn yields a re1 t '  
M=F(m, . . .) (17, 3) 
between M and mt, which in a sense is Keynes' liquidity preference 
function (but then related to total cash holdings, not to "inact i~e 
balances" only) .2 
One point we want to emphasize is that this function F 
depends not only on the rate of interil;;t rnt during the period under 
considerati~n, but cdso o n  a number cd tar l i tr  intcrcst ~a l t s ,  detcr- 
mining the interest charges on older credits. Another point is 
that it is not alnays possible to adapt M to one's clesires simply 
by changes in credits outstanding at  the rate of m,. From the 
moment where all recent credits outstanding are redeemed and 
a further desire for a diminishing of cash holdings 1~o11ld exist, 
the individual under discussion has to redeem "o!der" credits -
if possible -and this means that aiiothcr, viz. an "oldcr" interest 
rate m~ comes into play. This implies that A21,+1cannot, under 
all circumstances, be considered as an invariant function of mt 
alone; which seems to be a clear departure from the Keynesian 
doctrine. One of two alternatives comes instead: eithcr older mT's 
come into the liqrddity preference function (17, 3), or if no oppor- 
tunitics for further redemptions exist - they may be forbidden 
by the older contracts- a value of 11.1 deviating from that in 
(17, 3) will be chosen by the individual. 
The further determinants appearing in (17, 3) nil1 be those 
so well described by Keynes; they are the incorporations of the 
transactions, precautionary and ipeculotive moth-ci and the 
de i i~e  for investment finance. The tr:li.,nctions mo t i ~e ,  for 
example, leads to total transactions as a determinant; further, 
2. Cf. G. Haberler, Prosperity and Depression, 3d edition, Geneva, 
1941, p. 210. 
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such factors us tlie rate of increase of the price level of both goods 
ancl sc.curities may come in, or the fear for illiquidity as a conse- 
quencc of a crisis. This latter factor will be of particular impor- 
tance shortly after a crisis. 
18. A few words may be said about the lenyih of the elementary 
period. ,Is a minimum this pcriod should be equal to the period 
for nllich the rate of interest in consideration is fixed; for most 
rates this will be one day. I t  does not seem necessary that during 
this period plans are not changed, as Ohlin claim^.^ The process 
of the formation of the interest rate is a process of trial and error, 
as have seen, if we use a semi-static analysis (cf. section 10 
above) ancl during this process plans may be changed. 
Taking a clay for the elementary period means making a very 
detailed analysis. For most practical investigations it will be con- 
venient -and, in our opinion, quite acceptable - to take longar 
periotls of reference, such as months, years, or even decades; this 
last pcriod, if one is interested in long-term movements of interest 
rates. There ii another reason xvhy taking such longer periods may 
be usclful. As Lerner9ightly observes, a certain minimum length 
is recpired in order to permit all subjects involved to adapt their 
holdings of credits and cash to the interest rate; if we want to 
awume -for reasons of simplification -that such an adaptation 
takcs place, n e  are obligrd to take such a longer period. Or, to 
put it the other way round: if we take a very short period of ref- 
erencc, such as a day, TI-emust, in accordance with what was said 
in section 17, admit tliat in the liquidity preference function 
other, "older" interest rates play an important r81e and that the 
Kcyne-inn approximation with only the present rate is inadequate. 
I t  is perhaps superfluous, but at  any rate useful, expressly to 
state that the period of reference now discussed is not necessarily 
the s:me as one of the lags discussed in sections 9 and 11;in par- 
ticul:~r, Liltz5 has made a number of interesting points on the 
irnp1ic:~tions of t1:is fact. 
Seither is the elenlentary period the same as the period over 
v;!lic!l the financial plans are made, referred to above. For the 
3. B.Ohlin, Somc n o t ~ s  on the Stockholm Theory of Savings and Invest- 
mcnt, Ecollom~c Journal XLVII (1937), p. 61. 
4. A. P. Lerner, Alternative Formulations of the Theory of Interest, 
Ecor~omic Jo111nal XLVIII (1938), p. 211. 
5. 17. '2. Lutz, Thc Outcome of the Saving-Investment Discussion, this 
JOURY IL, 1111(1938), p. 568. 
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flotation of a bond iswe, for example, a plan will be made referring 
to ome decades, dependent, perhaps, on the lifetime of some capital 
goods involved or on the presumable period of peace in which a 
J V ~ Iloan is rc~tleemable. Particular11 for the bond market it is 
clear that if x e  take a ver:v ihort elementary period -to  be justi- 
fied by the fact that a quotation of bonds is made up every day -
the chance is very great that not all holders of these securities 
nill, in each elementary period, adapt their holdings to the state 
of t llc market. 
If n e  tnke longer periods of reference n e  do get, of course, a 
11101 c np;noximative re'ult. I t  is cquivalent to neglecting a number 
of li~ili- in the process of adaptation; it implies a type of analysis 
ne::rer to static theory (cf. section 10). For some purposes, par- 
ticu1:trly for the exp1:tnation of the long-run trend of interest rates, 
it \\ill be very usef111, honever. Taking a long period of reference 
ha? one verl' important consequence: the influence of the flow 
itenls in our market equation ( 5 , 6; 6, 6; 7, 3 or 8, 1) becomes 
n1oi.e 2ritl more prepontlerant as compared with that of the stock 
item?, and hence the influence of the liquidity preference schedule 
diminiqhes in favor of that of sarings and investment determinants. 
19. Before discuving (in Part 11, below) some applications 
of our market fornlu!a, let us consider for a moment the contro- 
vcr.. a1 jorrnululton, 1)y Iccynei ant1 what he calls classical authors. 
The, esicncc of tile I<cynesinn treatment of the problem of deter- 
mining the ratc (\f intereat may thus be summarized: 
(a) TLe ratc of interest csnnot be determined by an equation: 
saving, =inveitincnt, n here savings represents the supply of, and 
invcbstment represeilts tile dcnlnnd for investible funds; the impos- 
sibility of doing so is a consequence of the fact that the adaptation 
of s:~vingi to investment is obtained by income changes rather than 
changes in interest rates. I n  mathematical language, not the rate 
of interest nz, but (national) income Y is the independent variable 
in the equation savings =inreqtment. 
(b) Hence, the deterrniilnnts of savings and investment do 
not influclnce m, iince for any value of m there is equality of savings 
and investment. 
(c) The rate of interest, on the other hand, is determined by 
the liquidity preference function, connecting the quantity of 
inoney with nz. 
i d )  This implies that the rate of interest must be understood 
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by a stock analysis, viz. an analysis of the stock of money present 
at  a given moment, rather than by an analysis of the flows of 
savings and investment pcr unit period. 
There is some advantage in coninienting on these statements 
with the help of a concrete case, and we choose our simplest 
model 4 (equation 5 ,  6) as such a caqe. The first point to be 
emphasized is that Krynes' "Savinys" are not ours; indicating his 
by S F ,  we have: 
S ; K = S ~ + ' H ~  (19, 1) 
where 'H I represents total hoarding (intentional ' I I t f and uninten- 
tional ' ~ 1 " )by families: 
1Hi= ' ~ l f ~ + ~- ';2fr=1 ~ 1 ' + 1 ~ 1 "  (19, 2 )  
The second point is, that the equaiions: "demand for inve.stible 
funds equals supply of such junds" and "Rey~~esian savings equal 
investment" are not identical; the first one runs, in our symbols: 
~*+llf:~+21v~=1$+2121+' (19, 3) 
whereas the second is : 
sf=st+'Ht=It. (19,4) 
Nor is there a contradiction between these two equa~ions: Deduct- 
ing (19, 4) from (19,3) Jve obtain: 
L~ f :+2 1~ f t  =H ~ + ~ M ~ _ ~  (19, 5 )  
whicll may be ~vritten in either of t ~vo  forms: 
M:+zM~+ ';u,=2Allt (19, 6) + + l ; ~ f , + ~  ("stock analysis") 
M ~ = ' H ~ + ~ , I ~ ~ + ~ - ~ M ~  (19, 7)("flow analysis") 
Of these two equations, the first expresses that the amount of 
money made available by the banks (money already present at  
beginning of period: ' ~ t + ~ 1 l f t ,plus new creation of money 121: 
during period) equals the demand for money 1 ~ f t + l + 2 ~ t + l  a t  
the end of the period, determined by the liquidity preference func- 
tions of families and firms. The second expresses that the newly 
created money equals the net flow of hoarding by families and 
business firms. As indicated in brackets, the first equation takes 
the form of a stock analysis, the second of a (net) flow analysis. 
As Ohlin has rightly pointed out,6 these two ways of representing 
the situation (he calls them "gross" and "net" formulation) are 
equivalent. In fact, their relation is the same as bet~veen a func-
tion and its differential coefficient (more exactly: its first dif- 
G .  B. Ohlin, loc. cit., in particular pages 224 and 225. 
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ference) or between the integral (more exactly: the cumulation) of 
a function and that function. 
Keverthelesi, the ~vhole controversy bet~veen stock and flow 
analysis is not solved with this statement. There are t ~ v o  further 
que,tions involved. The first is that, dependent on the determi- 
nants (or, if one likes, the independent variables) behind these 
entities, one of the two fos.mulations may be a better inslrumcnt of 
anzlysis thun [he other. If it weie true that the total stock of 
money present at  any monlent is adapted immediately to the then 
pre~railing r:tte of interest and 211ft+1+1~t+1, were an invariant 
funrtion of that rate, the stock analysis would be a better instru- 
ment. For if the stock 2Alf,+1, for example, is a function of mt 
onlj, then tlie f l o ~  2~1.1,+l-?Mt is a function of the two interest 
ratcs mt and m,_l, and hence a more complicated expression. B ~ l t  
if only the flou of new money is dependent on that rat?, whereas 
the older "parti" uf tlie stock are dependent on "older" rates, the 
flon analysis is the more appropriate instrument. 
For now the itork 17 ould be a more -and even a far more -
complicatecl espresiion in terms of the interest rate: it would, in 
principle, depend on all previous interest rates. Thus there remains 
the question to be answered, ~vhich of the two -or even more, 
namely, "mixed" -alternatives is closest to reality. Lerner 
rightly argues that the flow analysis in its simplest form cannot 
be right: a certain intcre-t rate cannot induce people continuously 
to hoard a certain amount of money per time unit. On the other 
hand, our anal?-iis in section 17 seems to prove that the pure stock 
analysis -at  least, if applied to very short periods -is not 
correct either. It is only so if we do not consider too short periods; 
it i i  an approsirnation. 
This brings us into the second question. It is useful to make a 
distinction betnecn t w ~  sorfs of $ow analy.sis, net $ow and gross 
j l020 ut~~lysis .The difference can best be clarified by reminding 
the reader of our concepts (cf. section 2) KT and K;", where K: 
mai the total amount of new credits accorded during time period t 
and I;';" TTns the net increase in credits outstanding; Jve call KT 
the gross flow and K? the net flow of new credits. (Of course, 
iirnilar distinctions may be made for cash holdings). The con- 
nedion bct\vecn I<: and K? is given by equation (2, 4):  
K:=K;-Ic:, wllere KF represents credits expired. The differ- 
ence in l~ehavior between K? and Ky is best illustrated by the 
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consitlei ntion of t ~ o  First, assume that all credit special cases. 
contr:~~:..&re accorded for one elementary time period only. That 
inipliei thnt credit-; outstanding a t  the end of period 1 equal 
credits accorded during that period: 
k';=I<? (19, 8) 
and credits expiring during period 1 equal credits outstanding the 
bt3ginning of period 1 : 
R?=K?. (19, 9) 
E(1ll:riiuri (19, 8 )  eupresies that  now stoelc =gross $ow; for the 
net f l ~ i t ,koncver, we still have that  i t  equals the rate of increase 
in s t ~ c k .  
Secondly, assume that all credits are accorded for two ele- 
mentar:- time periods. This means that, instead of (19, 9), we 
now got : 
K;+K$= K: (19, 10) 
ttlliilc; f h t ~ tcredits outbtancling a t  thc bcginning of pcriod 1 ~vill 
rion ljc c\;'il ing during the nest t n  o periods. Ko\v since 
ri;=~;+sy-bp- ( i 9 , i i )2 - ~ c ; + ( ~ ; . - ~ f ) + ( ~ ; - ~ ; )  
it follon s that :  
I.in=KI;+Kz (19, 12) 
or: the  s fork  cquals t11e grcss $ow t aken  over two consecutive periods. 
Still thc. nc~t fl.)il-, if talcen over these two periods, equals the rate 
of incrcsric in the itock. Thc qtock therefore cquals the cumulation 
of tile no\; over :tfin,fe time interval, and the cnmulation of 
the ilct flo~;0;-cr nn ??~ji?zif~time interval. The relations get more 
complic i to~i  f tlie contract. arc of urlequal length, and we cannot 
y,o into t!l;-. Ilcre. But i t  rrill Ike clcar that there is conceivable a 
t h i~ t l  t~ 1)~ '  9C theory, nanvly, one ~ l i c r e  tlie sinlplest description 
of ~.c.:llitvi- oijtninecl 1)). cupreqsing the gross flow by some function 
of t l l ~  iiltlcl~c~ntlcnt varial~les. From the preceding sections i t  
fo1lo.y t;i:~tae coi~c.ic!cr this the best solution of the stock-and- 
flon a111 itlieiiq. 
Tc ,tatc clearly nllst  determirlants will appear in the system 
of eql~al irinq, c rev ri{e t!le tn  o eylations, in both thc "classical" 
:~nd tlle ICqVne4an form, using function symbols where that  seems 
appropl inte. 
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L 'C1a~~i~a l ": 
St(Yt, Yt-1, mt) + ~ ? ( m t )  f21M, =It(Yt-1, mt) +'Mt+l(Yt, mt) 
(c:1) 
Yf=Ct(Yt, Yt-l) +It(Yt-1, mt) (C 2) 
Keynesian : 
MY(mt) +2-11t+1Mt =2Mt+1(Yt, mt) +lMt +l(Yt, mi) (K 1) 
Y,=Ct(Yt, Yt-l)+It(Yt-1, mt). (K 2 )  
In addition, the id~nlity connecting C, S and 'M (our equation 
(4.1) ) may be repeated: 
Y,= ct+st-t' M ~ + ~ - (4.1)'M~. 
This, however, is indeed an identity, meaning that it must he true, 
for any value of Y, and m,, whereas the above equ nt 'lons are con- 
ditions to be fulfilled by Yt and mt. 
Generally speaking, the pair of equations (C 1) ant1 (C 2 ) ,  or 
the equivalent pair (K 1) and (K 2 ) ,  determines simultaneously 
the variables Y, and m,. The determinants occurring in these 
equations are those of S, I ,  2L11t+1, C, or, since there is a defini- 
tional connection (4. 1)between S, C and 'M, the determinants of 
S, I, 2Mt+1 and '*Mt+l. The latter tn-o taken together forming 
the liquidity preference (of firms and families, respectively) i t  
may be concluded that, generally speaking, the determinants of 
(active) savin,qs, investments and liquidity preference together deter- 
mine Y, as well as mt. Only in the special case, where, in equation 
(19.6), 2Mt+1 as well as 'Mt+l ~vould only depend on mt and not 
on Yt,Keynes' thesis that m, is determined by liquidity preference 
only, would hold. Since Y, generally 11-ill influence lMt+l and 
2Mt+1 through the transactions rnotive, this special case does not 
seem to be of great significancc. 
On the other hand i t  does not scem probable that in St or 
Itthe variable mt does not occur; it is probable that, a t  least in 
I,,m, appears as an independent variable; Y, is not, if this is so, 
the only independent variable determining the amounts St or 
even SF. 
Here we are led to exactly the same conclusion as Hicks7 and 
Pallanders - that Keynes' theory is only a special case of a more 
7. J. R. Hicks, Mr. Keynes and the Classics, Econometrica V (1937), 
p. 147. 
8. T .  P~~llandcr, Keynes' allmanna teori och dcss tillampning inom 
rante-, multiplikator- och pristeorien, Ekon. Tidskrift XLIV (1942), p. 233. 
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general one. This seems to have been overlooked by Lernerg and 
perhaps also by Haberlcr, when these authors try to show that 
thew is, in the end, no difference of opinion about facts, only 
about definitions, between Keynes and the "classics." 
20. So far we have treated the credit market as a single market. 
I t  is, ho\\ever, composed of various compartments, more or less 
isolated, with different prices. The method of dealing with this 
phenomenon of partial markets within the frame\~,ork of the fore- 
goinr; analysiq rnny be illustrated by considering in more detail 
the loughest distinction betvieen various types of credits we are 
accu5tomed to work \\ith, namely, that betveen "long" and 
"short" creclits, to be indicated by left-hand bottom indices L 
and S. To fix the ideas, the border line between long and short 
credits may he taken at  one year. There are two representative 
intercst rates ~ r n  and sm; qay the yield on bonds and the private 
discount rate. Each i t c~n  in the market equation has now to be 
split ~ i p  into an item for long and one for short credits; the demand 
item X I ,  c.g. into L.\'Iand svI,R here LXI  may be the demand for 
bond (and stock) capital to finance new investments and sxIthe 
dem:ind for bank credit for the same purpose ("anticipation 
cre,1itsn). Both ill depend on the determinants relevant to new 
inve~tments and, in addition, on both interest rates. In par- 
ticular, it mill be the relation of these two rates and the espected 
future long-term rate and its movements that mill influence the 
method of financing the investments. Attempts to proceed to  
econometric analysis in this nay  have been made in my above- 
quottd investigation on the l~usinexs cycles in the United States 
1919-1932, to be discussed further in section 26. 
-1pglying the same idea in the other items of the marltet 
cqunl ion, me get two equations, expressing the equality of demand 
and i ~ ~ p p l y  respectively for short and for long credits: 
DS ~ n = $ ~ n  (20, 1) 
gKn=*. (20, 2) 
9. 1,oc. cit. Unfortunately Lerner's interesting paper is somewhat 
obicured by two circumstances. First, he is not clear about what definition 
for saving? he assumcxs, and secondly, he uses the symbol Y alternatively for 
incomc~ and for "ordinate" generally; thus he also uses Y in one or two graphs 
to  mi>~11 the Interest rate, which, in view of the subject under discussion, is 
somen hat unfortunate. 
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In order to esemplify the results that may be obtained by our 
instrument of analysis, let us go into somewhat greater detail. 
As our special purpoqe for the following few sections we take 
the csplanation of the cyclical behavior of the tn70 interest rates. 
Hence we shall neglect all determinants that are only of impor- 
tance for the explanation of trend movements or of very short 
fluctuations: only determinants showing an important and sys- 
tematic cyclic component will be considered. The cyclical move- 
ment of the non-credit markets v;ill be considered as given and 
will be assumed to be represented by the fluctuations in the general 
profit rate a, since most of the other economic variables show a 
cyclical pattern parallcl to that of z. 
Demand for short credits will chiefly be for new investment 
purposes, for speculation and for increasing liquidity; new invest- 
ment only as far as it takes the form of investment in commodity 
stocks or as the crcdit takes the form of an anticipation credit. 
The supply of short credits originates from the banks. Demand 
for long credits will be for investment in durable goods: capital 
issues by public authorities, public utilities and mortgages for 
building or for some type-- of co~lsunzption crcdit (public authorities 
and the general public for as far as this demand materializes by 
the selling of "old securitiesJJ). The supply of long credits origi- 
natei from the sal-ings of family households and from the invest- 
ment of part of the banksJ resources. The concrete shape of the 
relation bctn-een each of these items and the two interest rates 
and the other deterrninants will depend on (i) the planning period 
or "horizonJJ of the subjects involved; (ii) the time shape of the 
nced for or the availability of credit within that time period, 
dete~mining, for euanzple, the degree of idleness of long credits 
and (iii) the technical opportunities of demanding or supplying 
(the cjucstion ~rhcthcr one is or is not permitted to enter a certain 
marlict) :md, closely related, the possibilities of substitution. 
If, in particular, some type of investment promises a profit 
rate of x, \rhcrc:~r the interest rate to be paid is m, dellland n~ill 
clcpcnc! on x-t-12; if, in ad(iitio11, there is a possiljility of lending 
in another market compartment at  a rate m', it will also depend 
on m'-m. 
For part of the demand for short credits, namely, commercial 
and speculative creclits, no sitbstitlrtion possibilities exist; they 
will depend on tlie difference betnecn the general profit rate z 
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and sm only. For advances, the substitution by a long credit 
exists, and hence they will, in addition, depend on ~m-srn.  TTTe 
are led to a somewhat more exact theory by the ft~llowing considera-
tions. The choice may be said to be between: 
(a) to continue a short credit for a period 8 and then to take 
a long credit; 
(b) to start the long credit immediately. 
The first possibility implies the payment of a rate of sm over 
a period 8, instead of Am, and a payment of another long-term 
interest rate than the one now prevailing, namely, the rate expected 
to exist after a lapse 8. If the investor bases his expectation on an 
extrapolation of the present movement of ~ m ,  the expected rate 
will be Lm+8Lriz. Thus interest payments over a horizon T will 
be, in case (a) 8sm+(T-8) (Lm+8Lk) and in case (b) TLm. 
The choice will depend on the difference: 8 ( sm-~mf  (T-8)L?iz). 
From this somewhat closer examination we learn that, apart 
from the difference s m - ~ m  already mentioned, the choice xvill 
depend on L?;z, if the expectations are based on extrapolation of 
the iresent movement. If the expression 8 ( sm-~m+ (T -8)~liz) 
increases there will he a stronger demand for long credits; if it 
decreases, the demand for short credits will bc stronger. In view 
of the foregoing considerations, demand for short credits may be 
assumed to be given by the equation 
The supply of short creclits originates, as we stated already, 
from the banks. Disregarding incidental factors such as fluctua-
tions in gold stock, it will primarily depend on the short interest 
rate itself, which determines the degree of profitableness of creat- 
ing credit. These credits may, however, partly be used for buying 
bonds; this again depends on t!le market ,hituntion and prospects. 
A short credit, say, for a time period 8, \I ill yieltl the bank interest 
recei1)ts proportional to sm8, whereas an in~estment  in bonds 
yields (i) interest receipts proportional to LmO and (ii) a price 
gain or loss proportional to p, the difference between the expected 
price of the bonds at  time t+8 and the price at  time t .  Assuming 
again that the expected price movement is based on extrapolation 
of t21c existing movemcnts, it may be deduced fiom ~m and Lftl 
in the follo\ving way. Let the initial bond price be 1, then the price 
------ 
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a t  time t+B ~\-ilI be 
Lm . 
~m+~rizO' 
the price gain will be 
Lm 
-1= --
~ m +LAO ~m 
approximately. Together with interest receipts this shows a dif- 
ference with interest receipts in the short credit case of 
Again thc supply of short credits will therefore be the greater, 
the higher this difference is. Taking account of this substitution 
effect a3 well as ni th the absolute profits to be obtained by credit 
creation, the supply of short credits will be, in the simplest case: 
%"= Plsmf-Pz(sm-~m) + P~L&  (20, 4) 
The demand for long credits will chiefly be governed by the 
difference between profit expectations, which we assume to be 
dependent on the actual profit rate z, and the long-term interpit 
rate ~ m .  For another part, e.g. as far as it is demanded by public 
authorities for covering deficits and for consumption purposes, it 
will depend on national income and even in a negative way; but 
since the fluctuations in national income are closely correlated 
with those in z, this only means adding a term of a type alrelidy 
introduced. I t  may be, ho;~-ever, that this part of demand is not 
so much influenced by the interest rate itself, and hence the term 
with ~m need not have numerically the same coefficient as the 
one with z .  In addition, also here, a substitution effect - the 
com~lemento the effect discussed for the demand for short credits 
-is to be expected. I t  will be based on the same variables :is tbe 
latter, but nil1 show the opposite sign. Hence the demand for 
long credits will be of the follolf-ing shape: 
:K"= y ~ z +  yz(sm-~m) + Y ~ L ~ - Y < L ~ .(20, 5 )  
Finally, the supply of lony credits originates from two sources, 
private and banking investments. Private investments may be 
out of current savings, which largely depend on national income 
and hence approximately on z,  and out of nccull~ullatetl n-enlth 
from older savings, held in money form. The latter may be assumed 
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to depend on I' zdt, the accumulated value of previous profit 
rates -because of the close correlation between profit rates and 
national income. They may depend also on the long-term rate of 
interest, but do not seem to do so in a very marked way. Invest-
ment by banks will be much more influenced both b j ~that rate of 
interest and by the substitution motive, which again i? the counter- 
part of the substitution effect in the supply of short credits. In 
addition it depends on liquidity considerations which will, however, 
largely be determined by the general business situation, i.e. by z. 
Hence we may put: 
I. 4 
One interesting implication of the above analysis may be 
emph:tsized beforeha,nd - the r81e attributed to savings. If it is 
true that family savings are chiefly led to the long-term credit 
market, t n  o conclusions may be drann: (i) they will not influence 
in a direct way the short interest rate, and (ii) even their influence 
on the long-term interest rate nil1 be very smooth, because this 
latter is chiefly governed l ~ y  the accumulated fund of anterior 
and present ~avings:  a considerable change in annual savings only 
means a slight change in this fund. Abundance of savings will not 
therefore result in a sudden change in interest rates; shortage will 
only tlo so if the banking system is operating exactly at  the limit 
of its reserves and cannot even supply the smallest extra amount 
of complementary means of payment. These conclusions seem 
rather interesting. The specifications discussed in this section 
transform the equations (20, 1) and (20, 2) into: 
21. Let us inbestigate somewhat further the consequences of 
these equations, in order to find out whether they explain some of 
the most characteristic features in the cyclical behavior of interest 
rates. The equations are rather complicated: they are simulta- 
neous equations; for ~m even differential equations, withra right- 
hand member. In order to clarify the connections involved, we 
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may start with a very special case and graclually proceed to more 
complicated cases. Since statistical tests, to be discuwed later 
(section 26), have suggested that the influence of the terms ui th 
L i i ~is weak, we start by omitting them. Further, we assume for a 
while that the other substitution terms (those with smT Lm) also 
vanish. This means considering the two markets as separate mar- 
kets. The equations now become: 
Two cases may be distinguished: (i) 6:=0 and (ii) &>0.  
Tn the former case, the two interest rates move parallel with each 
other and v-ith z if yl> 61. Their amplitudes are proportional to 
and -7 1 - 61  ,respectively. Since the numerator of the second 
al+P1 ~ 4 + 6 ~ ,  
fraction is a difference, there is a good chance that the second 
fraction is smaller than the first and hence that ~m sho~~-s  less 
pronounced fluctuations than ~ m .  In non-mathematical terms, 
the explanation would be that, during the business cycle, both the 
demand and the supply sclledules for long credits shift -in the 
s:lme direction -whereas for short credits only the demand sched- 
ule shifts (the structure of the banks, determining the supply 
sc*hedule, being constant) and hence the short-term rate sho~~-s  
larger fluctuations than the long-term rate. If, ho~vever, 
the fluctuations of the two rates mould be opposite to each other, 
nhich does not fit the facts. Assuming (ii) that 6,>0 \vou!d 
mean the introduction, in the movements of ~ m ,  of a component 
leading the general cycle by one-quarter of a period, and \vou!d 
therefore mean that nz would show a more or less pronounced 
lead to that cycle, which does not fit the facts either. 
ITOW let us no longer assume that the two markets sre iso- 
lated, and study the conseqncnces of the introduction of the sub- 
stitution terms with sm-~m.  JTe now get: 
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These equations may be written in the simpler form: 
e3sm-Lm=61'z-65' 1'zdi 
where all O's are <1, since el= a2+P2 
al+ a2+Pl+P2 
Moreover, 61'= 6 1 - ~ 1  and J5'= 65 
Y Z + Y ~ +  6 2 - t  64 6 2 - f~ 2 + ~ 4 +  64. 
Alssuming again, for a moment, (i) 65' to be zero, the solution 
of the equations (21, 5) and (21, 6) may be written in the form: 
sm(l -0103) = (Oq-O161')~ 
Lm(l -0103) = (O3OZ- 81')z. 
If now 61'<0302, we have: 0302<02 and 61'>O16if 
from which it fo1lon.s that 0302 - al'< O2 -O1 61', or thnt t!le ampli-
tude of ~m is less than that of sm, a result similnr to that obi ~ i n e d  
formerly. 
,l\suming, thcn, iii) 65' to he po+iti~:e, we get an adilitional 
term in the solutions for 110th interest rates. I t  may, ho:vever, be 
proved that thiq term is rclatixely stronger for ~m ihnn for ~ m ;  
therefore we should still ol-~tain a pattern not in confo~mity to 
reality; ~m would lead svrL ant1 both woilltl le'd the qenersl cyt.1~. 
The inme may be proved for the re-introduction of the Liii-terms. 
22. So far these results are none too gc?od; some of the most 
characteristic feat;~res of reality, namely, that b d h  the 3llort and 
the long rate lag behind the general cycle and the long rzte more 
than the short, have not yet been exp!:~ine:l, e x n  by thp intro- 
dilciion of the dynamic terins ni th L?;l. There is, ku;vever, another 
dyn:~rnic element that ha.; to be intro(1uced; demnnc! for long 
credits, as far as it takes the form of capital isiues, ordinarily 
lags behind its determinants, since this type of demancl is often 
provisionally satisfied by the use of anticipation credits: industrial 
demand by bank credits, goxTernment denland by the floating of 
t reaury  bills. Hence the terms y -yaLm in equation (20,5) 
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may be lagged; e.g. over half a year. Taking this period as the 
unit of time, n e  y4~m-l instead, and try to solvewrite y l ~ _ ~ -  
the equations proceeding, as before, from the simpler to some of 
the more complicated cases. Leaving out, to begin .with, all sub- 
stitution terms and the term with Ltzdt, we have: 
( a l f  P3srn= alz (22, 1) 
6d~m+ y4~m-l= ylz-1- 612. (221 2) 
The first of these equations again tells us that sm mill fluctuate 
parallel with z ;  the second is more complicated, and we shall only 
solve it approximately. The left-hand member may be written as 
(a4+ y4)Lm-Q, where 6- -%- ; the right-hand member as 
61+ 
-yl(z -2-1) + (yl- 61) z .  In this latter expres..ion, the first term 
reprcsents a component sho~ring a lag of a quarter of a cycle 
approximately; the uccl)nd either (if yl> 61) no lag or (if yl< 61) 
one of half a cycle. The result is that ~ n zshows a lsg behind the 
general cycle, which is either somewhere between t T-0 (TI-here 
T is the length of the cycle) and -e (i.e. a lend of 6) or somc-
whel e betn-ecn :T-0 and $ T-0, both cases in the neighborhood 
of tT-8, since the coefficient 71- 61 of the x term is smaller 
than that of the 2-z-1 term. Thus we get a lag in, but a some- 
what pronouncerl one. 
Let us now introduce again the terms with sm - ~m ;  this 
yields the equations : 
As in section 21, IT-e transform them into 
where O1 and 0 2  have the same meailing as before, 03= YZ+  6 2  
~ 2 - t624- 64' 
61
T I ' =  and 61'= 
Y Z + T ~ +8 2  ~ 2 + ~ 4 +6 2  ' 
The solution mag now be approximated by the following pro- 
cedure: provisionally \\-c consider m-1 as given, and 11-e deduce, 
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from (22, 5) and (22, 6): 
For (22, 8) we write: 
where O =  	-~4~ and 11 = ---
1-Ole3 0302- 61' ' 
The exact behavior of ~m can only be determined, on the basis of 
this approximate solution, when the various coefficients are knox-n 
numerically. What we may shoxv is, however, that noxv at  least 
the possibility exists of a result in accordance with the real facts. 
If e3O2- Sll+ yll  i~ a small number, ~m will have a small amplitude, 
again chiefly because both the supply and the demnnd schedule 
shift upwards during the cycle. If further q>O, ~m is lagged behind 
z. The smallness of ~ m ' s  amplitude would make it legitimate to 
neglect, in (22, 7), the term with L ~ - I ;  hence (22, 7) ~vould yield 
us the solution for sm. 
In addition, a comparison of (22,7) and (22,8) shows that 
~m and ~m are both composed of two z terms, one without and 
one with a lag, of which the former is stronger for sm, ivl~ereas 
the latter is stronger for ~ m .This implies that both interpit 
rates lag behind the general cycle, but ~m more than ~ m ,  in accord- 
ance with reality.' 
23. We shall conclude our digest of recent literature on the 
formation of interest rates by a few paragraphs on the results of 
econometric analysis in this field obtained up to now. This short 
survey will be given the combined character of a review and of a 
program. What are the most conspicuous features of the level and 
the course of interest rates in the principal countries demanding 
explanation? They may be classified as follows: 
1. For an interesting analysis of this relation of J. R.  Hicks, Mr. Ilan-trcy 
on Bank Rate and the  Long-Term Rate  of Intcreyt, The llancheiter School 
of Economic and Social Studies X (1939), p. 27. P. Lorena (Eine Differ- 
entialgle~ehung der ITirtschaftsforsrhung und ihr Integral. Elattcr fur Ver- 
sic~hcr~~ngsmathematlkund verwandte Gebicxte, B(.ilnge znr Zeitqchrift fur dle 
gesammte Vers.-I\'lssensehaft, Bd. zg. Heft 3, p. 212) hni gone one step furtt ie~ 
and also proposed a "law" governing the  proccss of mutual adaptation of the  
two ratc~s, without, howcvcr, giving a clear-cut theoretical foundation of 
that  lan.. 
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I. Differences in level. 
Between countries. During the second half of the nineteenth 
century the levcls of interest rates in the chief countries approached 
each other very closely; that of the United States having been 
considerably higher, at the middle of that century, than that of 
the European countries. After the first World War the rate of 
interest in Germany was considerably higher than elsewhere in 
western countries. Moreover, the rate of interest for first-rate 
bonds was in China very much higher than in a country like India, 
economically comparable to China; in India it does not surpass 
by very much the level in Great Britain. 
Cetween various types  ilf intirest ratcs. As a rule, yield on first- 
rate bonds is lo~ver than yield on stocks; there are, however, 
r~rnarkable exceptions; for the Cnited States after 1919 and 
Germany, 1870-1900.2 Very large differences between rates for 
large credits to public authorites or concerns ant1 for s.nall credits 
to the population exist, notably in the far eastern cou~tries. 
TI. Characteristics of movements. 
Trend movc?mcnt. The general trend throughout the nine- 
teenth and twentieth century is a falling one. 
Long cycles. Superimposed on this trend there are long cycles 
which coincide, roughly speaking, with those of the general price 
movement. 
Shorter cyclical movements shoxv themselves eqpecially in short- 
term rates, where they are very pronounced. They lag somen hat 
bchind the general cycle, as is expressed in the C-curve of thp 
Harvard Barometer, and in addition they show the short "L\mcri- 
can" cycle (with a three- to four-year period) not only in the 
United States, but also in European countries. The long-tcrm 
rate of interest practically does not show the normal cyclc at all. 
InJlucnce of the Wor ld  Wa r s .  There is a pronounced rise in 
intcrcst rates during and shortly after the first and no such rise 
during the sccond World War. 
Seasonal and short irregular fluctuations may be left out of 
consideration in this essay. 
24. As for the diferences in level, they do not lend themselves so 
2. Cf. Ilet verloop op langen termijn van de rentestanden, Statistische 
en Econometrische Onderzoekingen, ed. by Centraal Bureau v. d. Statistiek, 
The Hague, 1943, Nr. 2/3, p. 6. 
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well to econometric analysis as the characteristics of movements. 
Severthcleqs, more could be done than has been accomplished so 
far. I do not know thorollgh studies on the high level of interest 
rates in the L-nited States at  the middle of the nineteenth century; 
the high level in Germany after the first World War, however, 
has fount1 ample obscrvation, albeit not along typically econo-
metric lines of a p p r ~ a c h . ~  An econometric analysis of various sorts 
of interest rates in veste ern and less developed countries has not 
been pre-cnted, as far as I am aware. Certainly it will be difficult 
to find atlecluate measures for the differences in risk premium that 
often will be necessary to explain the divergencies. Nevertheless, 
it does seem useful to ernhark upon a more systematic quanti- 
tative analysis of the phenomena enumerated. 
25. As for the characteristics of movements, let us first con-
siJer sorne~vhat more closely the long-term movements and apply 
our theoretical scheme to the e~planation of these movements. 
This xvc may do by uring a long period of reference; or to put i t  
more exactly, to add up the market equation for a series of con-
secutive unit periodq. This procedure nil1 to some extent simplify 
mnttcrs. Firit, the "stocli items" in the equation mill largely cancel 
out ags~in-t each other; taking as an example market equation 
( 8 , I), LJ1t+lfor the firyt elementary period stands against -2~+ft+1 
for the .;econd elenlentary period, and hence cancels out. This 
ncetl not be e~ac t ly  so, since in the equation for the first period 
rc.pre~ents an expectecl value and in that for the second 
p$trio,l311ex-po\t value. If n-e may aqsume that, over a long period, 
ihc,-e art no <y>fcrizn:tc d ff~rcncccbcfwccn expectation3 and realiaa- 
t on?, h ~ ( u ~ u L ~ T ,n-c may ncglcct that fact. Hence, in the equation 
o1)tainctl hy the addinq up, for all elementary periods included in 
o~ l rlono pcriod of rclfcrence, of the ma~ke t  equation, we are only 
1.f: nitl-, tlzc dock qunntitie, referring to the beginning and the 
cn.1 of the long l ~ c r i ~ d ,  and the ecluation obtained is of quite the 
s'irne t\+,)c a- ollr clcm~ntnry mnrliet equation. This implies, how- 
ever, t h ~ t  t ! ~rn:sgnitucIe of the flow terms is now much more pre- 
pivzdcrcl:~fin comp:lri\on -with that of the stock terms: the flow 
terms ale app~o-,imatelj proportional to the length of the period 
of reference and the stock items are not. 
iZ xcond consequencc of the consideration of a long period 
3. Cf. c.g. E. ITcltcr, Die Ursachcn dcs Kapitalmangels in Deutschland, 
Tubingen, 1931. 
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of reference is that items showing a rapid movement will lose in 
significance: the separate summands ~vill, to some extent, cancel 
out againit each other. Such may be the case, for example, with 
credit creation and ni th hoarding flows. These items will, during 
tl:e course of one business cycle, alternatively show negative and 
positi\~e values ancl their total will be rather small. The same 
a1)pliek to the elcn~cntaiy periods before and after a panic. 
,111 this means an approach to "classics!" or to static theories: 
the influence of the stcady flon-s of savings, depreciation allow- 
ances, new investment, reinvestment purchases and sales of "old" 
sccurities and their determinants, becomes preponderant. Rut a 
complete approach to these theories is not possible; in pure statics, 
fcr example, cczih holdings for risks do not make sense, but in 
reality they do, even in the long run. 
An important feature of purely statical theory is that the 
rate r j 1nfclest 2s only dependent on "real" or physical, not on nomznal, 
fa(-tot-s. For example, a doubling of the money in circulation nill, 
according to this type of theory, only lead to a doubling of norainal 
piices and inoney items, but not to a change in any "real" 
varial~lcs and hence not in the rate of interest. To put it another 
TV :L~ ,the rate of interest, being the ratio between the income of 
the capital 01; ner and his capital, will not be influenced in the long 
run, since Lot11 his inc~nie and his capital nill have doul~led. I t  
is therefore doubtful nhether the long-term correlation betneen 
the price level and the interest rate can be easily unclcrstoocl. 
IIacaulaj tried to do so by the folloning reasorling, n hich he 
u11fortun:ltely has not translated into a close quantitative approach. 
St,l:tinq from the hypothesis that the relevant credit contracts are 
long-term contracts, and the interest charges therefore remain 
con-i:mt if the genera: price level riqes, he points to the increases 
in vi ofits :lnd 11cmc~in tlcmand for furtl~er investments that follow. 
i2~:ni~i-t his inrnhasetl denlantl he sees no aclequatrly increased 
sul~ply of crcdit~, sincr incon~cs nill not have risen so much. In 
vic~~vof the g en t  incrca~e in profits, this i.; not clear; it may be 
tr~le,  a< J l acn~~ lay  bondcontenrls, that ,~alaries and incomes of 
proprietors r i l l  not have ri-en so much, but incomes of entre-
pr~~ncurzn ill. 
Xnotllcr attempt to account for the correlation between price 
4. Somc Thcorctical Problcms Suggested by the Rlovements of Interest 
Rntcs, ctc., h'ew York, 1938, p. 206. 
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level and interest rates, and at  any rate theoretically sounder, 
although it may seem somewhat artificial, is the one undertaken 
by Irving Fisher.5 Fisher points to the influence of a persisting 
rate of increase in the price level on the demand for and supply of 
credit\. Such a rate of increase means a continuous depreciation 
of money in terms of goods, and hence of a capital that is lent. 
This will induce the lender to require a rate of intercst that com- 
pensates him for this loss, whereas the borrower mill be prepared 
to pay this higher rate: his procluctire activities mill enable him to 
earn tllis additional charge. Hence it is to be expected that, once 
the rate of increase in prices has penetrated into the minds of the 
lenders and the borrowers, the rate of interest mill be higher than 
normal during times of rising prices and lo~i~er  during times of 
falling prices. If now, hen-ever, the correlation between intercst 
rate-: :~nd the price lev91 itself is to be explained, it must be borne 
in mind that the rate of increase in prices precedes by one quarter 
of a period the price level itself. The correlation bet~i~cen i terest 
rates :~nd the rate of increaqe in prices must be asszoned to be one 
with a la!l an 1, in fact, of an average lag of about ten years. I t  
mould take ten years, then, before people ~ i~ould  abe anrare of 
long-rim t~~ndency Is not this rather of price.; to ri5e or to fall. 
long? Five years may be accounted for immediately: in order to 
eliminate the ordinary cyclical movements we have to base our 
judgment on some moving average for about nine yearr, and it is 
only after five years that this can be known. Whether or not the 
remaining five-year lag can be understood psychologically is, to  
my mind, the point of doubt that arises here.6 Further investiga- 
tions on this point would certainly be interesting. 
An influence of a similar character is the one, already alludeti 
to, exerted by the rate of increase in the interest rate itself .  If there 
is a persisting tendency in one or the other direction, this means 
that there is an opposite movement in the prices of bonds which, 
in the case of a fall, means a capital lob5 to the owner, and in the 
care of a rise, a capital gain. Correspondingly, the demand for 
bonds - i.e, the supply of credit -will be lo~ver than it ~ i~ould  
have heen otherwise in pci-iods of rising interest rateq, and higher 
in timcs of falling rates. A tendency to a rise in intercst rates will 
therefore bring about a tendency to a l l i ~ h  level. Sincz intereqt 
5.  The Theory of I~ltercst, xew York, 1930. 
6. I presented this interpretation in the Dutch article rcferred to  above. 
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rates, as we saw, move parallel to  the general price level, this 
influence works parallel to the influence of a rising price level just 
tli.icus~etl, and it will not be poqsible to separate these two forces. 
Apart from these monetary long-run influences, what are the 
phystcal deterrrzlnur~lsof {he interest ra tc l  According to such the- 
orie.; as those of J. B. Clark and Tion Bohm-Bawerk, and not in 
contrutliction to our onn scheme, it is the marginal productivity 
of capital: the factor behind the demand for credit. I n  the long 
run this mxgina! productivity will dpend on ( a )  the change in 
r.?l.ttive icnrcity df capital in comparison with the other agents 
of productio~~, chieflv la12or; and (b) an eventual common change 
in the cficiency of all the agents. A remarkable econometric 
contl,il)ution in this field is that made by Douglas and his collab- 
~ r n t ? ! i . ~Jlouglas fitted a homogeneous first degree production 
function 
p = c ~ c'-"A (25, 1) 
to various sets of statistical material, where P is the quantity of 
in:l~:-trial output, L the quantity of labor and C the quantity of 
cspitnl engaged and c and X are constants. He found X to be about 
2/3 or 3/4. From (25, 1) it is e:csily deduced that the marginal 
nhere - is the inverted relative scarcity of capital relative toC 
labor. Since L ant1 C are, on conditions to be enumerated, to be 
con-ltle~etln i  r ln tn ,  it noiiltl follom- that equation (25, 2) tells us 
n b n t  c!~~tc~rninci,in the very long run, the course of interest rates. 
Tllc:, ~hwd t imove in~erscly ni th the 2/3d or 3/4th power of the 
rcl:L~ive sc:~rcity of capital. T'ery roughly, the figures a t  our dis- 
pow1 <ern1 to confirm this r c s ~ l t . ~  The conditions to be fulfilled 
are tLn t ,  in tllc long run, the cupply elasticities of labor and capital 
arc c>clual to  zero; that, in other words, the remuneration of these 
agefit doc. not change the proportion of the total supply available. 
Tntc~.cq+ing inveltigations on theqe points have also been made 
hy I)o~tglas~;the last word on these questions has not yet been 
spokcn. 
7. P. Douglas, The Theory of Wages, New York, 1934, and various later 
publications. 
8. Cf. my article quoted above. 
9. Loc. cit. 
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26. Finally let us turn briefly to the problem of explaining the 
cyclical moz~cmentsclf intercot rates. In  sections 20-22 we have 
already gixen some attention to a possible theoretical set-up for 
such an explanation. The need for knowledge of the numerical 
values of the coefficients there introduced is evident: we demon- 
strated that the most conspicuous characteristics of cyclical move- 
ments may be explained only if t h e ~ e  numerical values fulfill 
certain conditions. -1s far as I am aware, an investigation along 
exactly the lines indicated in sections 20-22 is not possible, because 
of lack of data on gross flows of new short credits. Statistical data 
now at  hand only permit of a stock or a net flow analysis, as far 
as short credits are concerned. 
An attempt to determine the functional relationship between 
the interest rates and the demand for and supply of credits along 
such lines has been made in my investigation on business cycles 
in the United States referred to above.' A few words may be added 
about the set-up chosen there in the light of the foregoing analysis. 
Three interest rates have been distinguished: two long-term rates, 
the yielci on bonds rnhband the yield on shares mL, and one short 
term rate m,. Accordingly, three demand and three supply func- 
tions have been determined. No more frequent figures than annual 
ones were available. For the supply and demand functions of 
short credits (being identical with demand and supply functions, 
respecti~ely, for short "claims") a stock analysis was made; in 
the light of our discussion of this matter in section 19, we may 
hope this applonches a "gross flow" analysis, which we think is 
the appropriate way of analyzing this market. The correlations 
obtained are good, and do not therefore argue against this pro- 
cedure. Of cour,<e, it would be interesting, however, to make 
further inwstigations in order to compare the results with those 
obtained by a gross and a net flow analysis. In addition, experi- 
ments with the use of smaller time units would be highly desirable. 
The supply analysis of the long-term markets was also given 
the form of a stock analysis, i.e. the demand for bonds and shares 
was takcn as a whole (demand for "new" as well as for "old" 
bonds and shares: the itenis ' A S ~ ' + ~ E ~ - ~ E ~in the market equa- 
tion (8, l) liere combined), and it was tacitly assumed that during 
the reference period -i.e. one gear -all bonds and shares were 
scrutinized by their holders. Here the same remarks apply as 
1. Cf. Chapter IV. 
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those made for the short-term market. The demand side of the 
long-term markets, however, was given the shape of a gross flow 
analysis: each year's issues were considered as a function of profits 
and interest rates then prevailing or some time before. This too 
seems legitimate, since the long period for nhich, from the side 
of the demand for these "credits" (or the s~lpply of the corre- 
sponding "claims"), the contract is made makes it inipossible each 
year to adapt their stock outstanding to the conditions of the 
market. 
The procedure followed makes it difficult to trace the influence 
of the savings process on the rate of interest. I t  is assumed that 
family savings do not play any rBle in the supply of short credits. 
Hence they on1)- enter into the picture at  the supply side for lorig 
credits (or the demand side for long claims). Since here the stock 
analysis was followed, what had to come in was the annual figure 
of the cumulat ion of anterior sauLnys. This is a series of figures 
showing mainly a trend and only a faint cyclical componcnt. I ts  
influence, therefore, cannot very well be separated from other 
influences showing mainly a trend. One further factor entering 
into this demand function for long claims and dhowing mainly a 
trend movement is the quantity of bonds and of shares present 
at  any moment, and since this also is a cumulation, the separation 
of the influences of these two factors by means of correlation 
analysis is practically impossible. 
Among the rather scarce econometric investigations :n the 
field of credit markcts mention should also be made of the studies 
by A. J. Brox~n.VHer  again a stock analysis is chosen. 
2. The Liquidity Preference Schedules of the London Clearing Banlts, 
Oxford Economic Papers 1 (1938), p. 49. 
